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THE ART CENTER – Grab for Money, Prestige and Power 

By  

Jasbinder Singh 

Let no one fool you. An Art Center, proposed by Herndon’s arts community and discussed in the Oct 7th 
Town Council work session, will cost $15 – $20 million with parking. The question is, “Will the Town 

pay for it by, among other things, donating the town-owned land to developers and/or increasing 
development density unreasonably? The art community’s representatives Mr. O’Reilly and Mr. Hoffman 

did not talk about its capital costs. They couldn’t have, because the arts organizations have not raised 

any meaningful capital over the last twelve years. It appears that the arts community expects the Town to 

somehow pay for the Art Center. That is, the taxpayers will, most likely, foot essentially 100% of the bill, 

even though, most will never even enter its halls, much less, benefit from it. 

On October 7th, Mr. O’Reilly, representing the Council For the Arts and Foundation for the Cultural Arts 

(Art Groups), presented (1) the Vision Committee’s (the Committee) concept of the Art Center and (2) 

the projected financial performance of the Art Groups to the Town Council[1]. Mr. Hoffman, the 

Producing Artistic Director of the Next Stop theatre discussed the strides the theatre had made after 

changing its name from The Elden Street Players and becoming a professional company in 2013. 

 

Their presentations raised many questions that are the subject of this article. These include: 

 What is an Art Center? 

 What is its expected size and cost? 

 How much rental subsidy will the Art Groups receive? 

 Will the Art Center pay for itself? 

 Who will manage the Art Center or the proposed Community Room? and 

 Who will benefit from the Art Center?‖ 

The questions and answers to them were not readily apparent during the ensuing discussion. They were 

embedded in the data and the presentations.[2] 

A.   WHAT IS AN ART CENTER? 

The concept of an Art Center has been defined by a select few in the Town. It has always included a 

theater and an art gallery. Perhaps, it was always meant to be a home for the Council for the Arts, the 

Foundation for the Cultural Arts and The Elden Street Players. The 2003 Wilson Butler and Lodge, Inc. 

(WBL) design consisted of (1) a playhouse, and (2) a lobby / gallery area with ―ample walls for visual arts 

display‖. The WBL also added a ―Community Room‖ to its design in order to generate some rental 

income. In comparison, the Committee’s current proposal specifically set aside 4,000 sf (square feet) for 

Art Galleries, Dance & Music Rooms, Arts & Craft Rooms, and Artists’ Studios. This reflects both the 

progress the select few have made in defining their ―products‖ since 2008 and their aspirations of what an 

Art Center could be. Finally, small spaces have been set aside for Herndon Community Center Television 

(HCTV) that operates out of rather cramped quarters in the old Town Hall. 

 

However, the interests of the community-at-large, from Herndon old-timers to the recent immigrants who 

now form the majority of the population, have never been solicited and there are no plans to do so any 

time soon. They probably have a lot to say about what Art they would like to see and how they would like 

to participate. 
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B.   WHAT IS THE SIZE OF THE ART CENTER? 

On Oct 7th, the Town Manager also presented his concept of the 15,000 sf art center that included a 200-

seat, 8,000 sf. theatre. Mr. O’Reilly followed up with a discussion of the Committee’s initial concept of a 

14,500 sf Art Center that included a 7,000 sf for a 200-seat theatre and 4,000 sf for an Art-related spaces. 

The almost equal sizes of the two proposals suggest that the Town Manager and the Vision Committee 

had reached an understanding about the size of the art center before the work session. However, during 

the work session, Mr. O’Reilly requested the Council to consider including a 3,500 sq ft Community 

Room to the proposal. The WBL, in 2002, had included a Community Room in its design, because it 

would generate substantial rental income. Rather than elaborate on spaces allocated to art-related uses, 

Mr. O’Reilly spent most of the time lobbying for the inclusion of the Community Room. The Council 

approved his request and thereby, increased the size of the Art Center to 18,000 sf.  

On the face of it, the Committee’s final concept appeared to be no different than the 18,854 sf Art Center 

designed by WBL, except for the fact that it included a 274-seat theatre in contrast to 200-seat theater in 

the new proposal. The costs of the two proposals were likely to be identical, that is, $13 to $15 million 

without parking. There was no reason to be concerned about the cost estimate except that in a subsequent 

meeting with me, the Town Manager claimed that WBL had designed a 29,000 sf and not an 18,000 sf 

Art Center. Consequently, I decided to examine the relevant data and compare the three proposals. 

This difference had arisen due to the confusion about the type of square feet units associated with the 

figures stated by the Town Manager. Whereas the 29,000 figure was in gross square feet (gsf), the 18,854 

figure was in net square feet (nsf) and all of data presented by the Town Manager and Mr. O’Reilly was 

in nsf. The tabulation of the data helped to articulate the difference between nsf and gsf units, but it also 

raised several new issues that are discussed in the following paragraphs. The results are presented in 

Table 1. (Click here to view the table.) 

Notwithstanding numerous difficulties of tabulating the data, there were three major differences between 

the WBL design and the proposals presented by Mr. O’Reilly and Mr. Hoffman as discussed below. 

1.    Walls, Corridors etc. Missing from Mr. O’Reilly’s Proposal – Mr. O’Reilly’s proposal did not 

account for the area occupied by walls, mechanical/electrical rooms, inaccessible shafts, attics, plenum, 

elevator, stairs, and other structures. WBL had estimated that these areas would occupy 10,176 sf over 

and above the 18,845 ―net‖ sf of the art center. 

In order to put the WBL and Committee’s proposals on the same footing, that is, to compare apples with 

apples, we should compare the sizes by using either net sf or gross square feet (gsf) areas. In other words, 

if we want to compare usable areas, we should use the nsf metric. On the other hand, if want to compare 

the costs, then we should use the gsf metric.[3], 

2.     Haphazard Allocation of Space in the Town Manager’s and Mr. O’Reilly’s Proposals – Even 

though the two proposals were essentially identical in size, they allocated different square footage to 

identical categories. For example, while the Town Manager’s had allocated 1200 sf to Offices and 500 sf 

to Public Restrooms, Mr. O’Reilly had allocated zero sf and 150 sf respectively to the same two 

categories. Yet, both had proposed identically sized Art Center (if we ignore the Community Room in Mr. 

O’Reilly’s proposal). What this means is that they had agreed in advance that the Art Center, without the 

Community Room, would contain about 15,000 sf of space. It is likely that the Town Manager and the 

Mayor had directed Mr. O’Reilly and Mr. Hoffman to keep the size of the Art Center below 15,000 sf.[4]. 

https://jspalaha.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/comparison-of-art-centers-detail.pdf
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If so, it is unfortunate that the Mayor and the Town Manager had chosen not to inform the entire Council 

of their decision before the work session. This incident supports my often-stated contention that the 

Mayor and the Town Manager often do not care about receiving councilmembers’ input before making 

their decisions. 

3.    Other Differences Between the Proposals – WBL design differs from Mr. Hoffman and the Town 

Manager’s proposals in the following ways. 

• Difference in the Sizes of Public Areas – WBL designed the art center with public areas that patrons 

usually expect and find in a first-rate theater. These include Entrance Foyer, Public Ticket Booth, Box 

Office Suite, Coat Room, Concession Room, Public Restrooms and Lobby. WBL allocated 4,800 sf of 

space to these public areas. The Committee’s proposal, on the other hand, allocated only 850 sf. to such 

public areas. In other words, the Committee’s proposal will not meet the standards of a first-rate theater 

and its patrons may not find it sufficiently attractive. 

 

• Missing Art Galleries In the WBL Proposal – The Committee’s proposal included 4,600 sf of space 

for Art Galleries, Dance & Music Rooms, Arts & Craft Rooms, Storage, and Artists Studies. These items 

were not included in the WBL design per se. Their inclusion in the WBL proposal would have increased 

the size of the Art Center from 18,845 net sf to 23,445 net sf and increased its cost by about $2 million. 

 

• Missing Theater Performance & Production, and Facility Program Support Services in the 

Committee’s Proposal – The WBL design allocated a little more than 4,500 sf. to a variety of support 

services for the theater.[5] The Committee’s proposal, on the other hand, allocated only 1,250 sf to such 

items. This reduction in space might make the operations of the theater less efficient. 

In short, if the Committee had given more professional consideration to the space requirements of a first-

rate theater (that is, built it to the same standards as the WBL design), then its design would have been 

larger by 4,600 nsf of space and cost about $2 million more than my previous estimates of $13 to $15 

million. 

C. WHO WILL PAY THE CAPITAL COSTS? 

It has been quite clear for several years that the art community, under the leadership of Mr. Richard 

Downer (who was the president of the Foundation for the Cultural Arts) had not raised any meaningful 

capital for building an Art Center. Therefore, it was not surprising that neither Mr. O’Reilly nor Mr. 

Hoffman gave even a small hint of contributing to the capital costs of the proposed facility. They made no 

comments even when prompted to address some of Capital Cost issues. Their presentations had focused 

largely on the projected revenues and expenses and the amount of rent they could possibly pay in the 

future. Accordingly, it was easy to conclude that the arts community expected the Town and thereby, 

Herndon taxpayers to somehow foot the capital cost bill.   

The inability and/or unwillingness of the Art Groups to contribute substantially to the capital costs runs 

counter to the expectations of  Herndon residents. It is a shame that the Foundation for the Cultural Arts 

did not make any noteworthy effort to raise the much-needed capital during the last 12 years. The 

Foundation had not complied particularly with Clause 5 of the 2004 MOU it had signed with the Town. 

Click here to view the MOU. 

My conversations with many Herndon residents suggest that, perhaps, the construction of the Art Center 

should be postponed until the managements of the Art Groups and the Theater have raised a substantial 

portion of the needed capital and that they have demonstrated the ability to raise not only the remaining 

https://jspalaha.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/artcenter-mou.pdf
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capital but to also cover the expected operating deficits. The residents have asserted that the art 

community must have a very thick “skin in the game” before public funds are used to construct an Art 

Center.  

D. WHO WILL PAY THE COST OF PARKING? 

The projections of the number of parking spaces required have also varied wildly over the years. 

Available documents show that nobody has backed up their projections with even a cursory analysis. 

Each of three distinct components of the Art Center would require their ―own‖ parking and we can do a 

quick analysis of their needs. Functions at Art Space currently generate demand for about 30 cars. Let us 

assume that, this number would double to 60 spaces if an Art Center is built in the future. 

The Community Room and the theater can be expected bring 150 and 200 people respectively to the Art 

Center during peak periods. If we conservatively assume a ratio of 3 people to a car, these two units of the 

art center would generate demand for about 120 parking spaces. Thus, the new facility would generate a 

total demand for about 180 (120+60) spaces, if the units of the center were being used simultaneously. 

Even if we assume that ―normal‖ requirements are 80% of this peak, then 144 parking spaces would be 

required. The cost of 144 parking spaces would be $4 to $5 million.[6] One way or the other, the Town 

will foot this bill as well. 

E. WHO WILL PAY O&M COSTS OF THE FACILITY? 

According to the data presented to the Town Council, the Arts Groups had budgeted $12,000 for annual 

rent. This is far less than the most likely market rent of about $210,000, if an art center were built to meet 

only the needs of the Art Groups. [7] In other words, the Art Groups would be receiving a rent subsidy of 

almost $200,000 per year![8] 

 

Mr. Hoffman’s presentation was less complex than Mr O’Reilly’s. Mr Hoffman stated that he expects 

Next Stop to move to a new location in about 3 years and that the theater should bring 200 patrons every 

day for about 300 days per year. The remaining 65 days will be taken up by the preparations for the 

performances.  For the year around use, the Next Stop Theatre expected to pay a rent of about $100,000 

per year. Under this arrangement, the Town would be spending about $20 million to attract essentially a 

single-use facility that very few Town residents will use. Some people have questioned the wisdom of not 

building a multi-use facility that would meet needs of a diverse community. 

F. WILL THE ART CENTER PAY FOR ITSELF? 

Several councilmembers were excited about the fact that Next Stop would bring more than 200 people 

every day for 300 days per year and that would bring considerable amount of meals tax to the town. My 

calculations show that if every patron would spend $30 every night for the whole year, the Town would 

receive only $45,000 per year in meals taxes (@2.5%) — not much to get excited about. Actually, we 

should expect the additional meals tax revenue to be much less. The Town would be lucky if a one quarter 

of the theater-goers would dine in local restaurants. The meals-tax receipts along with the proposed rental 

payments by both parties and would amount to less than $150,000 per year. 

In comparison, depending on the interest rate, the cost of debt service on a $20 million, 20-year bond 

would vary between $1.2 and $1.6 million per year.[9]  Thus, the rental payments and meal taxes would 

defray only about 10% of the debt service. In other words, the Town will lose between $1 and $1.5 

million every year, even if we ignore the cost of running and managing the art center and the loss of real 

estate and property taxes (if the town owns the Art Center). 
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Mr. O’Reilly suggested that the Arts Group would rent the community room to third parties and generate 

an annual income of as much as $120,000 per year. Then, he jokingly opined that the Arts Group might 

return some of this income to the town! This comment, it seems, was nothing but his opening salvo to gain 

control of the Community room and of any income it might generate. 

G. WHO WILL MANAGE THE ART CENTER OR THE COMMUNITY ROOM? 

In the work-session, beyond some stray comments by Mr. O’Reilly, no discussion of the management of 

the Art Center took place. There was no time for that. The Town, it appears, has not given much, if any, 

thought to this issue. 

The WBL study, on the other hand, contemplated retaining (1) Executive Director, (2) Building Manager, 

(3) Event / House Manager, (4) Receptionist / Office Manager / Booking Clerk, (5) Stage Manager, (6) 

Box Office Staff, (7) Security Staff, (8) Theater Custodial, and (9) Community Custodial. After assuming 

that some of these positions would be funded by the Arts Group and the Theatre, the WBL study 

estimated that the positions would cost the Town approximately $300,000 (in 2003 $s). WBL also 

estimated that it will cost $184,000 per year to pay for occupancy services that include, security services, 

janitorial services, utilities, maintenance, grounds, insurance and bonding. Thus, total cost of operating 

the facility would be about $500,000 in 2003 dollars. In today’s dollars it would easily exceed 

$600,000. 

Mr. O’Reilly proposed to rent the Community Room to third parties to generate income for the Arts 

Group, but said nothing else. Mr. Hoffman also did not address this issue as far as the theatre is 

concerned. I believe the Art and Theater groups should focus on their core expertise and not worry about 

the management of the Art Center or about renting any spaces. 

A Board representing the entire Herndon community should be appointed to oversee the operations of the 

Art Center. 

H. WILL THE ART CENTER GENERATE ANY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT? 

The Mayor has often claimed that Art Centers bring economic development to town and cities, but had 

never produced any evidence (I prefer to review relevant scholarly articles). During this work session, she 

started the discussion of Art Centers by reading from a Power Point presentation on the economic 

development potential of art centers. The Power Point had been prepared by a national arts organization. 

It turns out that it was nothing but an advertisement for investing in arts centers. It provided no evidence 

that art centers have net economic benefits. It made no mention of either the capital or operating costs art 

centers or their reliance on government subsidies. It also did not provide any guidance for making 

decisions. In addition, it did not address a claim often made by developers that ―art centers do not make 

business sense.‖ The Mayor also did not address the local experience with the arts over the last two 

decades. Among other things, a small private gallery in Herndon had failed to attract much interest, and 

the Art Space during the last seven years and the Next Stop theater over the last 27 years had not 

generated any economic development worth bragging about. In light of this local experience and the 

expected operating losses discussed above, the power point presentation was totally inapplicable to our 

town. 
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I. WILL A NEW ART CENTER IN RESTON AFFECT THE FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF AN 

ART CENTER? 

This is a legitimate concern because many patrons of the Herndon’s Art activities live in Reston or come 

from other surrounding areas. They would have more choices in the future and may take their efforts and 

money to Reston. I had raised this issue several months ago after I came to know that the Fairfax County 

was planning to build a $50 million, multi-use arts facility in the very near future. In fact, it had already 

issued a request for proposal to begin the process of selecting a developer. During the Oct 7th work 

session, the Mayor made a statement that in effect said that a prominent arts person had told her that the 

multi-use facility in Reston should have no effect on an Art Center in Herndon. The Town, I believe, 

should not rely on such weak assurances to avoid doing a serious assessment of the financial viability of 

an Art Center in Herndon.     

J.  WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THE ART CENTER? 

The advent of an Art Center would be a personal triumph for Mr. Richard Downer (and others) who was 

one of the founders of The Elden Street Players, is a director of the Next Stop theatre and owns at least a 

share of one of the properties where NextStop theater is located. Reportedly, he has also played a 

significant part in the purchase of the Art Space property and was the president of the Herndon 

Foundation for the Cultural Arts for more than six years. To many in the arts community, he would be a 

hero, if an Art Center comes to the downtown, especially with 100% public financing. Whether or not the 

future Art Center induces any economic development, it is likely to have a positive, albeit, a small effect 

on the values of commercial properties in the downtown. Hence, downtown property owners, including 

Mr. Downer, should realize some economic benefit unless they are forced to pay for the Art Center 

through special tax assessments.  

Notwithstanding past claims made by principals of the Foundation for the Cultural Arts that the Art 

Center would be free for our town residents, the Art Center would be paid by a combination of (1) 

Donation of the Town-owned land (worth 7 to 10 million dollars in my opinion) to a selected developer, 

(2) Increasing the density of development in the downtown, and (3) issuing bonds and contributing the 

proceeds to the developer. 

Also read ―A Free‖ Art Center? A Wonderful Fantasy or What?‖   

The Art Center could be financed by using tax-increment financing, but the Town has been advised that 

this type of financing is not feasible. If it were so, a portion of the capital cost might fall on the existing 

property owners.   

It remains to be seen how the Art Center would be financed; however, it appears that Herndon residents 

would pay for it one way or the other. The strange thing is that a vast majority of the population in the 

Town is not even aware of the Council for the Arts, or the Foundation for the Cultural Arts or even the 

NextStop Theatre. Further, they have never been asked about their social, entertainment and artistic 

preferences. Without the benefit of having their input, it is difficult to imagine how an Art Center 

would make a material difference in their economic welfare. 

 

_____________________________ 

 

http://herndonopinion.com/2015/08/13/a-free-art-center-a-wonderful-fantasy-or-what/
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NOTES 

[1] The Vision Committee was apparently formed by the Arts Group to promote its mission. 

 

[2] It was surprising to find Mr. O’Reilly, an attorney and a politician, make the presentation.  The Council should have 

had the benefit of receiving advice from experts in designing and building theaters and art centers. 

 

[3]Ever since I published the potential costs of an Art Center, some people have been looking to undermine my estimate of 

between $13 and $15 million in 2015 dollars for a 275-seat 18,000 sq. ft. art center. My estimate was largely based on the 

data given in the WBL study. Since gsf for both designs are almost equal, the cost of the Art Center based Mr. O’Reilly’s 

proposal is likely to be almost equal to that of the WBL design. 

 

[4] Over the last two decades, Art Center sizes have varied between 18,854 nsf for the WBL design and 12,000 nsf for the 

JPI proposal. Past proposals have included theaters of varying sizes from 275-seats on the high end to the current proposal 

of 200-seat theater.  Given that Next Stop currently operates in a 125-seat theater, the projected need of a 200-seat theater 

over the next 3 or 4 years does not appear to be unreasonably risky. 

 

[5] These spaces include Department Head Offices, Vending Areas, Backstage Toilets, Lighting Equipment Storage, 

Audio Equipment Rm., Receiving Dock and Staging Area, Trash Handling Room, Scene Maintenance and Repair Shop, 

Cast Dressing Room, Performer’ Lounge, Wardrobe Maintenance and Playhouse Stage Size Rehearsal Studio. 

 

[6] This estimate is derived by using  $26,000/space figure given in the 2005 Norton Scott proposal and inflating it by 25-

35% to account for inflation. 

 

[7] This amount has been calculated by assuming that the market rent is $20/sq. ft., the Art Groups will occupy 10,500 sq. 

ft in the Art Center. It is also assumed that they would have exclusive use of the art rooms, and the community room and 

would share kitchen, bathrooms, receiving docks, etc. with the proposed theater. 

 

[8] Currently, they pay a meager rent of $2,400 per year and receive a rent subsidy of more than $60,000 per year.  Even 

with the subsidy and annual grants from the Town, they have not earned net profits during the last six years. 

 

[9] Some people claim that the Town will not have to raise any capital to build the Art Center (and associated parking), 

because the value of the Town-owned land that may amount to as much as  (as well as the value of the extra density that 

might be permitted by the town).  That may be true, but that does not mean that we should ignore the opportunity cost of 

the capital in making the investment decisions.  The Town can always sell the land and invest the proceeds in another 

endeavor. 
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WBL 2003 
Design

Vision 
Committee's  
2015 Design

Town 
Manager's 

Design
Area in Net Sq. 

Ft.
Area in            

Net Sq. Ft.
Area in            

Net Sq. Ft.

1. Public Areas for Playhouse shared with Community Room

Entrance Foyer 500

Public Ticket 200 50

Box Office Suite 320 300

Coat Room 150 50 100

Concessions Storeroom 100 150

Front of House Storage 100 50

Public Restrooms for Playhouse 550 150 500

Lobby 2,750 400 1,200

Subtotal 4,670 850 2,100

2. Art  Galleries Etc.

Art Galleries 2,000 2,000

Dance & Music Rooms 400

Arts & Craft Rms 600

Storage 400 500

Artists Studios 600

Offices 1,200

Classrooms 300

Subtotal 4,000 4,000

3. Auditorium/Stage for 275 Seat Playhouse

Auditorium (275 Seats @ 15sf/seat) 4,125

Stage 30'x60'x30' high 1,800

Dimmer Rm 50

Audio Rack Rm 50 100

Lighting Control Booth 120 100 200

Subtotal 6,145 7,100 3,300

4. Multipurpose Community Rm  for 100 People

Public Banquet/Meeting/Flat Floor Rm/Recital Space 2,200 3,500

Catering Pantry with Warming Ovens and Clean-up Provisions 500 300 200

Table and Chairs Storage 150

Subtotal 2,850 3,800 200

7,000

COST COMPONENTS OF THE ART CENTER

COMPARISON OF THE ESTIMATED SIZES OF THE ART CENTERS                                                                                                                                                                         
2003 WBL DESIGN VS. VISION COMMITTEE DESIGN 

BY, Jasbinder Singh (10/15/2015)

3,000
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Area in            
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COST COMPONENTS OF THE ART CENTER

5. Broadcast Friendly TV Studio/Recording Studio

Broadcast/Teleconference Studio 500

Broadcaste Studio Control Rm 150

Subtotal 650 500 500

6. House /Stage Production Support Spaces

Department Head Office 200

Vending Area 80

Backstage Toilets 160 50

lighting Equip Storage 100 300

Audio Equipment Rm 100

Receiving Dock and Staging Area (Enclosed) 400 200 200

Trash Handling Rm 150

Facility Adm. Office 450 400

Janitor Closet 160 100

Subtotal 1,800 750 500

7. Company Production Support Space

Secure  Tool Rm 100

Scene Maintenance and Repair Shop 600 100 1,700

Subtotal 700 100 1,700

8. Performance Support Services  (6-8 Performers)

Cast Dressing Rm 400 400 600

Performers' Lounge 350 500

Wardrobe Maintenance/Laundry 80

Subtotal 830 400 1,100

9. Facility Program Support Services

Playhouse Stage Size Rehearsal Studio 30'x40' 1,200 1,200

Subtotal 1,200 1,200

TOTAL NET AREA 18,845 17,500 14,600

Mechanical/Electrical (15%) 2,827 400 400

Inaccessible Shafts/Attics/Plenum (14%) 2,638

Circulation(Corridors, Elevators, Stairs (12%) 2,261 100

Walls and Structures (13%) 2,450
Subtotal 10,176 500 400

Grand Total 29,021 18,000 15,000




















